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Religion and Resistance in the NEP Village
agents, Komsomols, and members of the League of Militant Godless, all of whom had at best a feeble presence in
the village. A more pervasive danger came from within
the village itself, from youth, returning Red Army soldiers, and labor migrants, who identified clergy and religious ritual with the village’s paternalistic power structure.

In her introduction to the January 1999 number of
The Russian Review, Eve Levin called attention to the recent revival of scholarly interest in the history of religion
and religious practice in Russia and the USSR.[1] Popular religiosity has become an important focus not only
of Muscovite history, but also of work on urban and rural society in the Late Imperial and Soviet eras.[2] Glennys Young’s study of how clergy and laity protected their
churches against the Soviet state and anti-religious activists during the 1920s is a contribution to that revival.
Young’s work also adds to the literature on the Bolshevik transformational project as confronted (and perhaps
itself transformed) by Russian society during NEP.[3]
Young raises important questions about a topic that has
received little scholarly attention–villagers’ adherence to
traditional norms of Orthodox religious practice in defiance of state anti-religious campaigns. Her study is
strongly influenced by models of peasant resistance and
moral economy associated with James Scott.[4] Young’s
research and bold interpretations should open avenues
for further studies.

Clergy and laity framed their resistance as the defense of community norms (both in terms of subsistence
and morality) against those who would transform and destroy village culture. Anti-religious activists similarly appealed to village moral economy, and argued that priests,
churches, and rituals drained community resources. The
Soviet state, in any case, had limited means to impose its
will. Young concludes that the resilience of religion fed
Bolshevik fears of a kulak-infested countryside holding
back the drive towards socialism. Only an all out “militarized” campaign could cleanse the village of “counterrevolutionary” religious practice; hence the success of
rural religious activists helps us understand the drift towards collectivization.

Young argues that clergy and laity became political
actors when state and party-endorsed anti-religious campaigns threatened rural Orthodoxy in the 1920s. Religious activists adopted “weapons of the weak,” like ignoring state edicts and learning to “speak Soviet.” But they
also actively resisted by petitioning high-level authorities
and using rural soviets, cooperatives, and the village assembly to protect church property and parish autonomy
against perceived threats. These threats came from state

Young’s first two chapters present background and
introduce themes that will carry through the manuscript.
Chapter One discusses religion’s place in village politics between the Great Reforms and the 1917 Revolution. Young explains the demands made upon and the
problems confronting rural clergy and (drawing heavily
on the work of Gregory Freeze) concludes that the Late
Imperial regime’s efforts to use the church as an exten-
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sion of the state actually made clergy and laity more autonomous.[5] Laity became more involved in parish affairs and used church councils for their own aims. Young
argues that the parish became an arena for two political contests: one pitted laity against clergy for control
over the parish; the other set peasant households dominating the village assembly against youth and labor migrants. Young gives special attention to labor migrants’
rejection of religion and the village hierarchical order, as
evidenced in Semen Kanatchikov’s memoir.[6] According to Young, such “marginal” elements “were contesting
religion’s role in providing the underpinnings of village
power and, implicitly, the national political order it supported and shaped” (p. 48).

regime’s anti-religious project by seeking greater influence over and participation in key rural institutions.
These included the cooperatives, the rural soviets, and
the village assembly. Despite state policies designed to
limit or prevent clerical participation, priests played politics through a number of strategies, like setting up alternative organizations (e.g., cooperatives), voting and holding office, and even leaving the clergy so as to work for
the parish from “inside” Soviet institutions. As Young
puts it, “Clergy had become, to an unprecedented degree, political entrepreneurs” (p. 191). In Chapter Six,
she demonstrates that laity also used cooperatives, soviets, and the village assembly to defend their parishes. At
the same time, laity “democratized” the parish by increasing their control over the church councils. If anything,
the regime’s 1924-25 campaign to revitalize the soviets
accentuated the role of lay activists.

Chapter Two addresses village religious politics during the 1917 Revolution and the Civil War. In keeping with findings of Orlando Figes, Young argues
that peasant smallholders dominated autonomous rural institutions and sought to defend them from “outsiders.”[7] Peasant smallholders successfully protected
“their” churches and “their” priests from the Bolshevik
regime and anti-religious activists, including returning
Red Army soldiers and labor migrants who saw anticlericalism as a means to challenge the village hierarchy.

In Chapter Seven Young argues that religious activists
competed in several political venues to secure resources
for their parishes, and she analyzes ways activists employed political discourses. The real issue in village politics, Young asserts, was who would have cultural power–
supporters of the Soviet regime, or the parish activists.
In Chapter Eight Young shows that as the Party in 192325 increased its pressure on the church, clergy and laity
Chapters Three and Four address the stunted and
expanded their Soviet political activities. Defense of relithwarted efforts of anti-religious activists, the Commugious practice and ritual often found support from symnist Party, and the League of Militant Godless to dis- pathetic rural Soviet officials. In one of the book’s most
place Orthodoxy in village culture. In Chapter Three, interesting sections, Young holds that from 1926 priests
Young argues that anti-religious activists and Komsomols and lay people used religious ritual as a mode of polithampered by limited resources (including a limited time- ical activism against “outsiders” whom they accused of
budget), reverted to a “campaign” mode of fitful assaults
threatening the community’s moral order by attacking
on the parish and clergy. For all of their bluster, antiOrthodoxy.
religious activists had little success, although they did
worry parish clergy and laity. Young determines that
In Chapter Nine, Young focuses on how anti-religious
anti-religious activities if anything escalated pre-existing activists and publications depicted church supporters. To
village conflicts over religion. She provides an interest- Bolshevik opponents of Orthodoxy, religious activists’
ing interpretation of anti-religious activities like Komso- use of soviets and cooperatives constituted a doomed
mol Christmas as inversion rituals meant to symbolically anti-Soviet conspiracy. They cast the religious as cunlegitimize the new Soviet order. Chapter Four describes ning, sinister, kulak-driven, and feminine. The religious
the limited rural campaigns of voluntary anti-religious were a barrier on the road to socialism to be overcome
associations, including the League of Militant Godless. by a militaristic campaign. As this militaristic rhetoric
Growing village conflict over religious belief and practice evolved, the term “tserkovniki,” used at the dawn of NEP
did not depend upon such programs. Rather, it was a con- to refer to all clergy, transformed into an ascriptive potinuation of tensions caused by youth, former soldiers, litical category conflated with “kulak.”
and labor migrants, who treated religion as a symbolic
Young’s Conclusion places her findings into the concenter of their power struggle with the village hierarchy.
text of debates over the nature of NEP. Was NEP more
Chapters Five through Eight explain how religious or less pluralistic, or was it about “creeping totalitariactivists defended parish and church.
In Chapter anism”? Young interprets her evidence as supporting
Five, Young argues that clergy responded to the Soviet neither position. The regime intended complete polit-
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ical hegemony under NEP, but was unable to achieve
this goal out of its own weakness and because of popular resistance. “By 1928-29,” Young insists, “religious
activists had presented the regime and its cadres with a
stark choice: either give up its agenda for political, economic, and cultural transformation or use militaristic and
violent means to achieve that goal” (p. 280).

observation has important implications for Young’s analysis. Moreover, Burds (and several recent scholars) argues that Orthodoxy was of continued significance to
many labor migrants who (unlike Kanatchikov) did not
abandon their fathers’ faith.
The analysis as a whole, I think, would have been
more forcefully drawn had Young discussed the sometimes problematic nature of her sources. For all of the
impressive textual analysis represented by this book, at
times Young treats her sources as transparent. The richest material presented in Power and the Sacred comes
from newspapers, and especially from anti-religious papers and the provincial Soviet press. Young provides example after example of rural correspondents’ reports on
soviets infiltrated by priests, cooperatives dominated by
laity who use them to support the parish church, etc.

Young has broken new ground and makes a challenging and important argument. While I am inclined to
agree with most of her interpretations, the book might
have been made even stronger in several ways.
Readers will notice that the labor migrants who figure so prominently in Chapters One and Two then become cardboard cutouts. They appear regularly in a list
of “usual suspects” opposing the church and religious ritual (youth, labor migrants, and returning Red Army soldiers), but with little elaboration. Young has done such
a fine job portraying the supporters of rural Orthodoxy
that one wishes she had given flesh to its opponents. Perhaps one way of doing so would have been to give greater
attention to migration patterns both before and after 1917
(as is, Young’s discussion of migration is cursory). This
would have proven particularly valuable given Young’s
use of provincial case studies. Young frequently presents
cases drawn from materials on three provinces–Saratov,
Smolensk, and Leningrad. There are solid sources on rural society, and especially on migration, in Saratov and
Smolensk for the entire period covered by Young. But
she does not provide a sense of what distinguished rural
society in these provinces, nor does she use materials on
migration or rural life to support her assertions regarding village tensions. Doing so would have bolstered her
argument in most cases (although in a few of the cases
used from Smolensk, at least, details on specific villages
would have rendered her assertions problematic).

While Young’s last chapter discusses the representation of the religious in Soviet anti-religious literature
in terms of its function in the Bolshevik transformational project, she does not ask how exposes of rural religion might have functioned as an aspect of rural politics.
Should we assume that every soviet chairman accused of
drinking with a priest actually did? Might it be possible
to read some complaints of clerical influence as a “call
and response” between central authorities who wanted
to root out pernicious religious elements and correspondents eager to please? Might we read such reports as a
form of denunciation that was itself a mode of rural politics (as was denouncing otkhodniki as heretics or atheists
before 1917 according to Burds)? Addressing such questions regarding sources more explicitly (she does occasionally do so in notes) would only have increased the
value of Young’s fine monograph.

Finally, this is a handsome book, but Young should
have been served better by her editors. Errors that should
It is unfortunate that Young’s book appeared before have been caught before publication add up and become
publication of Jeffrey Burds’ monograph on labor migra- distracting. Places identified as in Smolensk province in
tion and village culture.[8] Young’s discussion of the dy- one chapter, for instance, turn up in Saratov (where they
namics of village politics would have benefited by con- belong) in later chapters. The text is often repetitive, as
sidering the importance of reputation and reciprocity. are the notes (in some cases, entire footnote comments
Burds explains the importance of reciprocity to prac- reappear in subsequent notes). And there are multiple
tices like “pomoch’” (mutual aid), an important point rel- copy-editing errors in the notes and bibliography.
evant to Young’s discussion of laity’s relationship with
But such criticisms should not diminish the importhe clergy. Young argues that labor migrants opposed
tance
of Power and the Sacred. Scholars of popular relireligious ritual and the parish hierarchy. But labor migiosity, Soviet rural policy, village social relations and
grants often struggled to maintain their reputations as
politics, and the roots of collectivization will all have
reliable and trustworthy providers, argues Burds, and the
problem of reputation might explain the frequency with to consider the implications of Glennys Young’s work.
which migrants were accused of religious apostasy. This Young’s book has raised such important issues that one
hopes it stimulates more research.[9]
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